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A mini-conference exploring, proclaiming and promoting 
Metaphysical Christianity as an authentic and distinct 

expression of the historic Christian faith
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“Metaphysical religion 
… is at least as 

important as 
evangelicalism in 

fathoming the shape and 
scope of American 
religious history”  

— Catherine Albanese
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EvangelicalMetaphysical

The Religious Marketplace
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1. The Unserved Flock.  A social group exists with identifiable religious needs 
that are unserved by incumbent providers (churches and their ministers).

2. The Simplified Message.  An opportunity exists to simplify the delivery of 
religious benefits and thereby make them available to those with limited money, 
education or time.

3. The Viral Ministry.  Viral organizations emerge that replicate and scale, 
delivering religious benefits without being immediately noticed or challenged.

4. The Spiritual Drive.  The movement is able to provide significant religious 
benefits without the requiring substantial secular costs, organizational control 
or social status.

5. The Condemnation by Incumbents. Because the simplified opportunity does 
not provide social or secular benefits, incumbent providers react with disdain, 
withdrawal and even greater complexity, which then broadens the opportunity 
for the movement to grow.
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A social group exists with:
identifiable religious needs 
that are unserved by incumbent 
providers (churches and their 
ministers).

The Unserved Flock
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An opportunity exists
to simplify the delivery of 
religious benefits
and thereby make them 
available to those with limited 
money, education or time.

The Simplified Message
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Viral organizations emerge:
that replicate and scale,
delivering religious benefits
without being immediately 
noticed or challenged.

The Viral Ministry
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EvangelicalMetaphysical

The Religious Marketplace

Denominations
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Metaphysical
Mind  
Idea  
Expression

               

Evangelical
Creation
Sin
Judgement
Redemption

The Religious Marketplace 
Metanarratives
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Are we born in sin,  
or are we born in bondedness?
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Did Jesus say to worship him
or to follow him?
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Is it about confession  
or is it about transformation?
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Metaphysical Christianity
Mind 

The Father

Bond with God

Oneness
Bondedness

Idea 

The Son

Follow Jesus

Healing
Empowerment         

Expression 

The Holy Spirit

Light the World

Prosperity
Growth               


